
Day 1: Kunming
At 6:30AM, the Wash U crew and Mu Laoshi, our teacher/organizer/mom abroad, set out for the airport. Our first 
destination in Yunnan was Kunming, the capital city and transportation hub in Yunnan. 

We had lunch at a restaurant that served local Kunming 
cuisine. Kunming dishes are typically spicy, but since most 
of us weren't a fan of spicy foods, the chefs kindly left out 

most of the heat. 

The restaurant had an impressive display of various types 
of meat at the entrance. They definitely were real since 

they had an…interesting odor. I'm impressed Lynette got 
that close :D 

Lunch

Yuantong Temple
Yuantong Temple is the most famous Buddhist temple in Kunming. 

Group photo by the temple's front entrance. "Yuantong Shenjin" (superior place) PC: Justin Fong 

Buddha statues inside the temple. 
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We came across a small pond with a frog statue in 
middle and a few live turtles. 

PC: Justin Fong

Love these three <3

Cui Hu Park
Next, we took the bus to Cui Hu Park or Green Lake Park which is an urban park established in the 17th century.

Cui Hu park was pretty close to Yunnan University which 
you can see in the distance.

People could go inside these hamster wheel like 
inflatables. 

Moss covered the lake's surface. Michelle and I went exploring and found some nice scenic 
spots. 

      



Yunnan University
Next, we walked to Yunnan University, one of the largest and most prestigious universities in Yunnan. 

Fountain view from the top of the stairs. PC: Justin FongYunnan University's library.

Group photo in front of a historic 
building.

This old statue was the most intact of 
its kind. 

This was a memorial to those who 
lost their lives in the revolution 

against the Qing dynasty. Dinner
For dinner, our tour guide suggested we explore the local food stands. 

A college town street filled with small restaurants 
and shops. PC: Justin Fong

We actually had ice cream-filled waffles for 
dinner :D

PC: Justin Fong 

      



Day 2: Dali
After eating breakfast at the hotel and packing our bags, we took a five hour bus ride to Dali. 

Along the way we were treated to scenic views of the 
country side. PC: Justin Fong

PC: Justin Fong

Lunch

We ate at a nice restaurant when we arrived at Dali. The food was really good, even the French fries :D 

Dali Argo Tech Institute 
After lunch we visited a class at the Dali Argo Tech Institute; the students there were really excited to see us! We 
sang, danced, and played games with them. Some of the students even made us cards as mementos. 

Dancing with the local students.
Cintia is our representative acapella singer, so when they asked if 
anyone in our group wanted to sing, we urged her to go up. Even 

though she was sick, she sang Lorde's "Royals" and killed it!

      



We broke into small groups and chatted with the local students 
about songs, school, and anything else they were interested in. My 

group was pretty fun; we even started singing songs!

Our group :) 

Three Pagodas
Next stop were the Three Pagodas of the Chongsheng Temple. These pagodas were made of brick and covered 
with mud. 

Qianxun Pagoda was the largest one and was built around 840 CE. 
The two sibling pagodas were built around one hundred years later. 

PC: Justin Fong

The sunset was amazing. 

Cintia, Michelle, and I tried to do 
handstands in front of the pagodas, but 

since Cintia was the only one who could do 
a handstand, Michelle and I had help from 

Ashley and Karen. 

Austin, Matt, and Jerry Hero

      



Clara, Cintia, and Maya

View from in front of the temple… 
PC: Justin Fong 

After taking pictures by the pagodas, we had 30 
minutes left, so I ran to see the temples. 

There was a lot more to see, but unfortunately we had 
to head back. 

PC: Justin Fong

…and from the back. 
PC: Justin Fong

Michaela, me, Justin, Velimir, Lynette 
PC: Justin Fong 

      



After checking into our hotel, we walked to Dali Old City. This city can be dated back to 1382 and was a gateway to 
the Silk Road in Southwest China. 

This city gate was the symbol of Dali Old City.

We enjoyed walking the streets at night. There were 
numerous food stands, souvenir shops, bars, and restaurants.

We came across a dancing performance near the gate.

Wuhua Tower was a central landmark of the city.

Yunnan's known for their 
delicious rose cakes. 

We found this mellow dog 
inside a pottery shop. 

Music blared from the local bars, and it 
was fun to watch the local people. 

Dali Old City 

      



Day 3: Minority Market & Tiger Leaping Gorge

Good morning! We woke up to this beautiful view of the mountains.

Ethnic Minority Market 
After packing our bags, we set out for the minority market in Dali. The merchants in the market spoke a foreign 
dialect, so we resorted to pointing as we shopped for snacks and souvenirs. 

The market was fairly crowded that day. The local market had just about everything you could think of. 
Here we found a variety of grains and beans for sale. 

PC: Justin Fong

Fresh vegetables.
PC: Justin Fong

A meat stand.
PC: Justin Fong

      



We bought the rectangular bread, which tasted pretty 
good for 15 cents! 

The soymilk stand was pretty popular. 

Silk School
After the minority market, we walked to a small silk school/store to learn about the weaving process. 

Weaving silk requires a great deal of hand eye 
coordination and attention to intricate details.

Most of the workers were in their 20s and many 
were saving for a college education

PC: Justin Fong

Silk cocoons. 

These artworks were made entirely out of silk! There were 
smaller pieces made by the students that we could buy for 

around 150-250 RMB each. 

      



Lunch
For lunch, we went to a local home and watched as the owner prepared our food. 

It smelled so good! And tasted amazing :) PC: Justin Fong 

Group photo with our host (middle) and our tour guide 
(far right). 

After lunch there was a "tea ceremony" where we got 
to try three different types of tea: bitter, sweet, and 

spicy (had a gingery taste).

Tiger Leaping Gorge 
After lunch, we went back to the bus and set off for the Tiger Leaping Gorge which was on the way to Shangri-la, 
our next city. 

The gorge was enormous!
PC: Justin Fong

Michaela and Ashley 
PC: Justin Fong

      



PC: Justin Fong

Hotel 
We arrived at the Dragon and Phoenix Accord Hotel around 10PM. Fortunately, the chefs at the hotel restaurant 
were kind enough to wait for our arrival. After dinner, most of us went straight to sleep, but Justin decided to explore 
the area. We were too tired to go, but after seeing his photos, I sorta wished I went. 

PC: Justin Fong PC: Justin Fong

PC: Justin Fong 

      



Day 4: Shangri-La

The next morning, Mu Laoshi suffered from high-altitude sickness, and stayed in the hospital for two days. During that 
time Michelle and Karen stayed with her and truly demonstrated that they will be great physicians in the future. Without 
hesitation, they offered to accompany her to the hospital, and coordinated with Dr. Polites, the doctors, the tour guide, 
and Mu Laoshi. They also forwent the rest of their trip in Shangri -La, opting instead to ensure Mu Laoshi was okay. They 

will definitely be great doctors one day! 

Ganden Sumtseling Monastery 
The rest of us went to the Ganden Sumtseling Monastery which is a Tibetan Buddhist monastery. 

PC: Justin Fong

PC: Justin Fong

      



PC: Justin Fong

View from the top of the monastery. PC: Justin Fong

Inside one of the temples. PC: Justin Fong

Lunch
Shangri-La, being on the border between China and Tibet, offered traditional Tibetan cuisine. 

These amazing chefs were really nice. Yak meat and milk are staples of Tibetan cuisine. 
For an appetizer, we had yak yogurt which 

was…memorable. Definitely an acquired taste :P

      



Potatso National Park
Next up was Potatso National Park which contained about one third of China's mammal and bird species and was 
home to around 100 endangered species. 

We were about 2 miles above sea level, and I was starting to  
feel the effects of the high elevation. 

PC: Justin FongThere were wild horses roaming near the trail. 
PC: Austin Chan

The trees here had interesting root systems.

      



Day 5: Shangri-La
In the morning, I wasn't feeling 100% due to altitude sickness, but decided I would be fine going up the snow 

mountain as long as I took it slow. 

Shika Snow Mountain
The Shika Snow Mountain was regarded as a holy mountain for local Tibetans and featured gorgeous landscapes 
all year round. We took a series of two gondolas up to the summit. 

If you look closely, the gondolas that we took followed 
the straight lined path on the map. 

The entrance to the first gondola. 
PC: Justin Fong

Here we go! View going up 
PC: Justin Fong 

Second gondola ride. PC: Justin Fong 

      



We finally made it to the top! 2.8 miles above sea level! 

The Tibetan flags were beautiful. PC: Justin Fong PC: Justin Fong

"Wishing Path" PC: Justin Fong 

      



We sang Christmas carols as we slowly descended down the 
snow covered mountainside. Passing by the snow covered 

trees with cheerful Christmas songs in the background felt so 
joyful and perfect. 

PC: Justin Fong

Lunch

For lunch we went to the Maleka Tibetan 
Restaurant located in Shangri-La Country. We had 
yak dumplings, yak "pizza" (similar to a quesadilla 

without cheese), and yak noodle soup (which I 
highly recommend).

      



Dukezong (Shangri-La Old Town) 
After lunch, we had three hours to explore Dukezong, which is one of the best preserved Tibetan settlements. 
There were cafes, numerous souvenir shops, and a variety of animals. After exploring Dukezong, we left for the 
airport to return to Kunming. 

Square Street, the heart of this town. 

Zoe with this adorable dog. We found this Husky in front of a café.People could ride the yaks for a fee

      



Until Next Time! 
Whew! We're finally at the end! The next day, the group visited other areas in Yunnan, but Michelle, Justin, Karen, 
Cintia, Maya, and I set out for Chiangmai, Thailand! But that will definitely have to wait until next time because this 
blog is already 19 PAGES LONG!! Thank you so much for sticking it out until the end!! Here's a preview of what's to 
come :) 

See you in Thailand! 

      


